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Abstract 

Structural health monitoring (SHM) is gaining recognition among aerospace market players 
for structural performance during flight testing as well as for condition based maintenance 
(CBM) implemented while aircrafts are in service [1] . However, one of the key challenges in 
developing a robust damage detection system for aircrafts in service is the capability to 
discriminate the effects of operational and environmental variations from damage-sensitive 
features. This paper explores an innovative experimental method in establishing operational 
loading variability inspired by varying aircraft fuel loading conditions by adopting FRF 
vibration data to develop a pattern recognition. A pattern recognition technique through 
machine learning algorithm is applied to assist in detecting damage in a simulated aircraft 
wing box under variable operational loading conditions using a supervised learning technique. 
Through a data visualization approach based on maximising variance, it is shown that 
principal component analysis (PCA) effectively results in a consistent identification of the 
damage classes throughout all operating loading conditions. The promising results of this 
study illustrates a robust damage detection method encompassing level 1 (detecting damage) 
and level 3 (diagnosing damage severity) under the influence of operational loading variations 
by adopting linear PCA and multivariate statistical analysis.   

 
1 INTRODUCTION 

Structural health monitoring (SHM) involves the integration of sensors in a particular 
structure and uses associated algorithms and acquisition tools to give information about its 
structural health. This occurs through autonomous monitoring while the structure is in service 
and can be implemented without operator intervention. Through this method, the detection of 
faults and anomalies can be identified in their early stages, hence avoiding the service being 
suspended for manual inspection and conventional maintenance procedures. Prospectively, 
condition based maintenance supported by SHM technology can lead to better revenue through 
minimizing aircraft time on the ground for scheduled maintenance, and is instead performed 
based on necessity and the actual condition of structures highly exposed to fatigue loading [2]. 

 
Through a global damage detection system, fatigue damage in complex structural 

assemblies can be detected without the necessity to use dense sensors networks and without 
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prior knowledge regarding the damage vicinity by monitoring global changes in vibration 
characteristics. However, the accuracy of a vibration based damage detection method depends 
on how robust the system is in detecting damage under operational and environmental 
variability, and the ability to discriminate and isolate the effects of operational loading and 
environmental variabilities from the damage-sensitive features [3]. The aim of this paper is to 
determine if the vibration response acquired from normal and different damaged structural 
conditions under various operational loading conditions can be identified and provide true 
detection of damage. The techniques performed here are based on data visualization approach 
using maximum data variance via principal component analysis (PCA) and finally testing with 
outlier analysis.   

 

2 STATISTICAL PATTERN RECOGNITION 

In SHM, statistical pattern recognition can be inferred as an approach of making an accurate 
assessment of a structural health condition based on extracted features using statistical analysis 
and machine learning technique [4]. In this paper, the features extracted from the FRF data are 
assessed using data visualization method based on principal component analysis and damage 
detection using outlier analysis.   

2.1 Principal Component Analysis (PCA)  

Principal component analysis is a technique widely used for dimensionality reductions, data 
compression, feature extraction and data visualization. PCA can be defined as the orthogonal 
projection of the data onto a lower dimensional space known as the principal component, such 
that the variance of the projected data is maximized [5].  

Consider a projection onto one-dimensional space using a D-dimensional vector,1u .  For 

convenience, the dimensional vector chose to be a unit vector as 1u Tu = 1 (as the main interest 

here is the direction not the magnitude of 1u  itself). The mean of the projected data is 1u x   

where x  is the sample data mean given by 
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 Where S is the data covariance matrix given by  
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To achieve a maximum projected variance 1
T
1 Suu , the constraint comes from normalization

1
Tuu =1 has to be made unconstrained maximization using a Lagrange multiplier by denoting

1 .  The new unconstrained maximization becomes  1
T
111

T
1 uu1λSuu   

The derivative with respect to u1 is set equals to zero, that above quantity will have a stationary 

point when 1111 uλSuu   

This implies 1u must be an eigenvector of Sand multiply with 
Tu and utilize 1

Tuu = 1, the 

variance is given by 11
Tuu  . The variance becomes maximum when 1u  equals to 

eigenvector and having the largest eigenvalue1 . This eigenvector is known as the first 
principal component. Additional principal components can be defined by choosing a new 
direction that maximizes the projected variance in all possible directions orthogonal to those 

previously considered. They are defined by eigenvectors1u ,…, mu  of the covariance data 

matrix S  corresponding to m largest eigenvalues1λ ,…, mλ  [5]. 

2.2 Outlier analysis 

A sample in a data set can be established if it different from the remaining data set with the 
same way it has been generated by using Mahalanobis squared-distance which is based on a 
Gaussian distribution. 

Also known as the normal distribution, the Gaussian distribution is commonly used distribution 
model for continuous variables. In case of a single variable x, the Gaussian distribution can be 
represented as 
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Where  is the mean and 2 is the variance. For a D-dimensional vector x, the multivariate 
Gaussian distribution can be written as 
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Where  is a D-dimensional mean vector,  is a D X D covariance matrix and 
represents the determinant of  . 

The variable x depends on the Gaussian form which appears in the exponent through the 
quadratic form 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 
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         xx T 12  

The quantity  is known as the Mahalanobis distance measured from x (the potential outliers) 
to  , which is the mean of the sample observations [5]. 

3 THE WING BOX WITH LIQUID TANK EXPERIMENT 

The wing box plate used is a stiffened aluminium panel to represent an aircraft wing box 
and it is the similar type of structure currently investigated by Sandia and Boing in the 
implementation of condition based maintenance program [2].  

The geometry of the aluminium plate is a 750 mm X 500 mm X 3 mm and is stiffened by 
two ribs of length of C-channel riveted to the shorter edges and two stiffening stiffeners 
composed of angle section which are bolted along the length of the sheet. The two transparent 
rectangular prisms made of clear acrylic Perspex sheet are attached to the top of the aluminium 
is 604 mm X 155 mm X 25 mm in size.    

Free-free boundary conditions are approximated by suspending the wing box from a 
substantial frame using springs and nylon lines of heavy-duty type attached at the corners of 
the top sheet. The wing box is weight around 6.464 kg.  

3.1 Data Acquisition 

The plate is excited using a shaker test and measured using DIFA SCADAS III of 16-
channel and high speed data acquisition system, controlled by LMS software running on a Dell 
desktop PC. 

The measurements are recorded using frequency range of 0-2048 HZ with a resolution of 
0.25 Hz. The wing box is excited with a white Gaussian signal through LDS shaker powered 
by an amplifier of similar brand. The response are measured using PCB piezoelectric 
accelerometers mounted vertically below the wing box. In this test, the structure is excited 
using a random signal and is applied with a Hanning window to improve signal continuity. The 
FRF are measured using 8-averages. Next for normal structural condition, 80 measurements 
are repeated successively for empty liquid tank, 40 measurements for quarter, half, three-
quarter and full tank. The second series of tests involved introducing damage in the form of 
saw-cut into one of the wing box stiffener in various cut length of 4mm, 8 mm, 12 mm and 16 
mm. In each damage label, 60 measurements are repeated successively for empty liquid tank, 
40 measurements for quarter, half, three-quarter and full tank. 

3.2 The program of loading and emptying liquid tank. 

Each tank is attached with small inlet for liquid filling process and one open/close outlet for 
liquid discharging process. The inlets and outlets are around 5 mm in diameter. The maximum 
volume capacity of each tank is 2.34 L. In each loading tank condition, it is indicated as empty 
(0 ml), quarter (500 ml), half (1000 ml), three-quarter (1500 ml) and full tank (2000 ml). The 
loading condition is achieved through filling and discharging of liquid loading in systematic 
manner in the sequence of: 

 Filling tank 

Empty tank - perform shaker test and capture FRF – filling to quarter level – perform shaker 
test and capture FRF – filling to half level - perform shaker test and capture FRF – filling to 

(8) 
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three-quarter level – perform shaker test and capture FRF – filling to full tank – perform shaker 
test and capture FRF 

Emptying tank  

Emptying to three-quarter level – perform shaker test and capture FRF – Emptying to half 
level – perform shaker test and capture FRF – Emptying to quarter level – perform shaker test 
and capture FRF – Emptying to empty tank – perform shaker test and capture FRF 

In the next stage, the programme is repeated for each damage class as defined previously. 

4 FEATURE SELECTION 

An intelligent feature extraction strategy relies on sensitivity of features to the presence of 
damage as well as its capabilities to detect the dynamic changes due to the operational and 
environmental variations. As the SHM system becomes sensitive to damage, it becomes more 
sensitive to operational and environmental variations [6]. In supervised learning as addressed 
here, the feature selections are performed by firstly identifying the features that are load-
sensitive without the presence of damage (Figure 1), and then classifying the damage-sensitive 
features under various loading conditions (Figure 3). It is imperative to recognise both features 
beforehand to avoid false damage detection in which the damage-sensitive features can be 
subtle within the loading-sensitive features (Figure 2). 

 
 
 
 

Figure 1: FRF spectrum range of liquid-loading-sensitives without damage presence 
between 50 Hz and 125 Hz with inset showing its insensitive to damage within the 
highlighted box. 
 

Damage- sensitive 
encompassed here 

See Figure 2 

See Figure 3 See Figure 4 
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Figure 2: FRF plot of loading-sensitive features which hide the damage sensitive features which the 
dashed and dotted line represents various operational loading of the tank while different colours 

represent damage severity. 

 
 
Figure 3: FRF peaks highlights the FRF peaks classified as loading sensitive features with apparent 

FRF peaks shift due to increase of damage length (classified as damage sensitive features). 
. 
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Figure 4: A continuity from FRF peaks showing sensitivity to damage repeated loading sensitive 
features for half tank loading in which can provide better feature selection decision when using with 

PCA. 
 

5 DATA VISUALIZATION USING LINEAR PCA 

   Normal-empty tank                      Normal-quarter tank 
   16% saw-cut-empty tank             16% saw-cut -quarter tank 
   32% saw-cut-empty tank             32% saw-cut - quarter tank 
   50% saw-cut - empty tank           50% saw-cut - quarter tank 
   66% saw-cut- empty tank            66% saw-cut- quarter tank 

Quarter-tank, 
33% saw-cut 

Quarter-tank, 16% saw-cut  

Quarter-tank, no damage 

Empty-tank 
66% saw-cut damage 

Empty-tank, no damage 

Figure 5: PCA inclusive of empty and quarter-liquid level under  variable damage variation. All empty and 
quarter-level data clusters fit correctly into their respective clusters. 
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Figure 6: PCA inclusive of all empty, quarter, half, third-quarter and full tank under damage variations. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
In Figure 5, FRF data acquired from empty and quarter tank loading conditions are projected 

based on maximum variance formulation of the PCA to compare how the data characterizes 
into unique clusters in correlation to varying operating conditions. Empty and quarter tank 
loading are selected as they show most distant FRF peaks among the damage classes in each 
operational loading condition. This characteristic results in distinctive and identifiable data 
clusters of each operational loading in a bigger cluster of damage class. Figure 6 highlights the 
overall loading condition sub-clusters and damage severity main clusters of the entire 
projection based on the highest data variance. The half and three quarter tank loading reflect 
less distinctively in damage severity cluster perceived by the high noise generated during the 
vibration test. This may be due to the liquid sloshing effects as the liquid loading increases 
from half to three quarter tank [7]. 
 

Normal 

16% saw-cut 

 Normal-half tank                    Normal-three-quarter tank                          Normal-full tank 
 16% saw-cut-half tank           16% saw-cut-three-quarter tank                 16% saw-cut-full tank 
 32% saw-cut -half tank          32% saw-cut - three-quarter tank               32% saw-cut -full tank 
 50% saw-cut-half tank           50% saw-cut - three-quarter tank               50% saw-cut-full tank 
 66% saw-cut-half tank           66% saw-cut- three-quarter tank                66% saw-cut-full tank 

66% saw-cut 

50% saw-cut 

33% saw-cut 
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6 OUTLIER IN MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS 

 

 

 

Figure 7: An outlier result comprising empty and quarter tank loading with various damage conditions. 

The key challenge originating from the outlier analysis in multivariate data, is to keep the 
normal condition data under various loading conditions as ‘inliers’ because loading variability 
can cause a false alarm of damage as the results shown in the beginning of the analysis. To 
overcome the false alarm of damage detection in dealing with different load cases, a new 
unfolding technique is developed. This technique treats the data from empty, quarter and half 
tank of normal condition as a training data set. This training data shows a capability to reduce 
effectively the fault indication of normal data under loading variations.  The findings also 
suggest data levelling (equal averaging) of normal condition of varying load cases, increasing 
spectral dimensions and training data as a means to improve the accuracy of damage detection 
under different loading conditions. The result in Figure 7 highlights that all damage class from 
33% saw-cut damage and above able to manifest as outliers above the 99% threshold calculated 
based on Monte Carlo simulation except for about half of data points produced by 16% saw-
cut of empty tank loading which falsely detected as healthy or inliers.  

7 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

The main objective of this paper is to investígate the effectiveness of PCA and outlier 
analysis for novelty detection under operational loading variability.  In context of machine 
learning and pattern recognition paradigm, an innovative way is developed by firstly 
characterizing loading sensitive features of each operational loading conditions, then classify 
the potential damage sensitive features which are encompassed within the loading sensitive 
features. In terms of PCA application in multivariate data, the results show a high potential 
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prospect to be explored and developed further focusing on data visualization techniques. The 
results derived from outlier analysis suggests an approach where a joining of normal conditions 
from various operational loading class in the test data and levelling them as a means to improve 
the accuracy of the method. As a conclusive finding, it has shown some advantages in 
visualizing the trend of damage effects in correlation to the operational loading variations in 
the vibration data and very encouraging results for classification and pattern recognition 
purposes. 
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